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Optimum defrost settings depend on the climate of the car or car transporter. HIGHLIGHT of the 1994 model
year— the E2 was newly designed and manufactured for the 1994 model year and introduced a sliding panoramic
sunroof. A new type of roof with panels to cover the roof, windshield, and side windows. The opening roof is the

entire roof (no internal light grids). This type is sometimes called an Open Top Roof. MODEL YEAR: 1994.
MODEL: E2. Lifting body (a full-size automobile designed to resemble a European Autobahnwagen) 1991–1997
and 1992–2000. The first car to use the E series platform. Name derived from the brand "Elmar", itself derived
from the Greek elm, and the Roman numeral for two. The 1991–1997 Elmar were built by Daimler-Benz, while
the 1992–2000 Elmar were built by Mercedes-Benz. MODEL YEAR: 1997. MODEL: E2. YEAR:1997. Roof to

roll back with roof all open. Cylinders with moving fan located at the rear of the vehicle. Side airbags optional for
driver and front passenger. Driver and passenger seat are both designed to collapse in the event of a collision.

RIMS-Derived car (derived from the Daimler-Benz ElCars). 4,994,320 units built in the United States. MODEL
YEAR: 2000. MODEL: E2. Roof to roll back with roof all open. Roof flopped forward with roof closed. Side
airbags optional for driver and front passenger. Driver and passenger seat are both designed to collapse in the
event of a collision. RIMS-Derived car (derived from the Daimler-Benz ElCars). 5,131,739 units built in the

United States. MODEL YEAR: 2003. MODEL: E2. Roof to roll back with roof all open. Roof flopped forward
with roof closed. Side airbags optional for driver and front passenger. Driver and passenger seat are both designed

to collapse in the event of a collision. CIP-Derived car (derived from the Daimler-Benz ElCars). Roof topside
panels are designed to unroll like a can from a can opener. Intact canopy can be opened to replace canopies or to
perform maintenance. The E2 is a unique vehicle. Based on the LE250 with a bigger body and no doors. 5000
units built in North America. 2002 Toyota Land Cruiser 70/70 2.5 diesel. Left Rear Drum. E30. South African
number plate (2) 1-2-4-6-9 R5 GARAGE: Ready for the road, we'll be by. Best. Guy. Ever. The fly is always

buzzing. Family Land Cruiser Forum
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боя Взгляды покемоновQ: Rails 3.2 +
JQuery + AJAX 404 - No route matches

[DELETE] I am working on a Rails
application with JQuery. It has to do with a
community (forum) which allows registered
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users to edit posts (when they edit the title
and text of the post they also edit the post of
all other registered users who have posted a
comment). I'm using Rails 3.2 with jquery-
rails gem. All is working fine, but the delete
a comment is not working. I have this code

for the delete function: This is my rails
application controller def destroy

@community_community =
CommunityCommunity.find(params[:id]) if
@community_community.community_mem
ber_id == current_user.id @comment = @c
ommunity_community.comments.find(para
ms[:id]) else @comment = @community_co
mmunity.comments.find(params[:id]) end if

@comment.destroy flash[:notice] =
'Successfully deleted comment' else

flash[:notice] = 'Could not delete comment'
redirect_to :action => 'add_comments'
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